This Associate in Arts degree program is designed for students who expect to transfer and earn a degree in Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Industrial, Mechanical, Environmental, or Computer Engineering at Florida State University.

For additional program information, visit the FSU website.

Possible employment areas for chemical engineer include chemical, environmental, biomedical, biochemical design, food, polymer, project, process, research, & materials engineer; civil engineer includes structural, transportation & pipeline, environmental, highway, water resource, construction, & geotechnical engineer; electrical engineer includes electrical, computer, analog circuit design, applications, product development systems, and digital circuit design engineer; industrial engineer includes industrial, manufacturing, production, systems, applications, and systems analyst engineer; mechanical engineer includes electrical, gas turbine, nuclear, solar, environment & transportation, aerospace, solid waste, offshore & arctic, plant, textiles, computer engineering.

The courses listed on this guide are not to be construed as a contract between the student and Chipola or the University. Course requirements may change each year. You are encouraged to work closely with your advisor.
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